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"Would you like some help?"
Yes. Well, maybe.
I'm looking for music,
music for my eyes.
I'm looking for love,
a love that's not under covers
or hidden behind enemy lines.
'Break out the lies, pour me some disguise.'
The latter is all my ears have seen.

Rhyme around the collar! Rhyme around the collar!

All this grime between the lines,
there ought to be a law!
"Yes. Well, maybe.
Sir? Have you tried House Wares?"
Why? I'm looking for love,
a love that's not under covers
or hidden between fine lines.
Broken poetry panes, pouring
in new pains
and my ladder won't reach the Poets' Plane.

Rhyme around the collar! Rhyme around the collar!

POETRY DEPARTMENT LINE THREE PLEASE!
POETRY DEPARTMENT LINE THREE!
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